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4 212 Execution of works in construction of 
heliport in Banja Luka

228.583,84 116.873,06 October 2007 - 
November 2008

City of Banja Luka 
Dragoljub Davidović 

051/216 688

Construction of heliport with acces communication, installation of electical equipment, 
communication equipment and equipment for heliport safety

C

3 181
Landscaping of  location of Flight control 

center at the Banja Luka Airport 
131-1-199/06

572.895,54 292.916,84
 July -October 

2006

Republic of Srpska 
Civil Aviation Directorate 

Veselina Masleše 24/II 
Banja Luka 

Radenko Todorović, dipl.ing. 
Tel. 530.480, fax. 530.421

The project included the works on demolition of existitng infrastructure on the plateau in front of the 
Flight control centre and around the Flight control centre and the following works are executed: 
1. Arrangement of the plateau in the total length of 700 m2 with placing of granite plates, paving with 
concrete plates and grossing. 
2. External lighting of the access complex 
3. Fecal sewage in the toatl length of 130 m1, made by the PVC drainage pipes 
4. Rain water sewage in the toatal length of 225 m constructed by the stoneware pipes ø 400 to ø 150 
mm 
5. Roads and parking lots in the total length of 2200 m2 with asphalt and 250 m2 paved with concrete 
raster plates.
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2 175
Rehabilitation of the runway, taxi way and 

platform of the Banja Luka Airport 3.398.833,77 1.737.796,11
 August - 

September 2006

Republic of Srpska Airports 
Z.J.Jovanovića br. 18, 78000 B.Luka 

tel. 211 626;  fax 211 728 
Milan Dragić

The works on rehabilitation of runway, taxi way and platform of the airport included the rehabilitation 
of the cracks on the concrete plates, miling of the wearing course, local miling of the wearing course, 
mechanical placing of the bearing layer and wearing course, construction of the horizontal  
signalization and illumination installation. 
On the cocnrete part of the runway, entrances and platforms is executed the pulling of the rigid and 
elastic materials from the existing expansion join openings and mechanical miling of the cracks, 
mechanical cleaning with steel brushes and compressed air, placing of the elastic and hot resistance 
tape, spraying of the model primer and fugue filling by mechanical grouting with model hot polymer 
bitumen permanent elastic grouted mass. Rehabilitation of the surface concrete damages and joints is 
executed by epoxide restoration plaster in two or more layers. 
On the asphalt part of the runway and taxi way is executed the miling of complete wearing course and 
partial miling of the damaged parts of the wearing course, surface cleaning, local rehabilitation of the 
damaged wearing course preceded by emulsion spraying, then placing of the reinforced of the self-
adhesive mesh of the  glass fibres, treatment of the complete surface of polymer modified bitumen 
and construction of the wearing course asphalt concrete AB 16s, PmB II. Cold joints are made of 
bitumen mass.
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1 158
Construction of Banja Luka Airport, ATC-

TMA Tower Building, Contract 
No.RS-97/02-02, Annex RS-97/02-03

2.226.912,17 1.138.602,11 April  2004 - 
February 2005

Republic of Srpska CAD                                                     
Dejan Todorović                                                      
+ 387 51 213 549

Construction of ATC-TMA tower building, including earth and foundation works, concrete and glass 
works for building construction, installation of heating/ventilation/climatization system, water 
supplying and AC supplying. Total surface 2250 m2.
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